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The contemporary Chinese literature was born with the Enlightment,      
thus it is prone to realistic utility, which, to some extend, leads to the lost of 
the aesthetic meaning. In this way, the Chinese modern literature has always 
been    in the tension of realistic utility and aesthetic meaning. The “Poetry       
Theory” of Liang Zongdai treats aesthetic meaning as one of valued principle  
based on rationalism of German classical philosophy and modernism. Liang’s   
theory contains four areas: Pure Poetry, Symbolism Poetics, Poetry Form,      
and their aesthetic and philosophic basis. Pure Poetry sticks tothe  pure   
aesthetic meaning of literature; The core of Symbolism Poetics is the        
“tally” theory which sets the essential task of poetry as the creation of          
an aesthetic language, meanwhile, the Symbolism was considered the        
origin of modern aesthetics; the Form Theory that Liang Zongdai put       
forward has therefore developed the form concept to monism that form         
and content is integrated. Pure Poetry and Poetry Form Theory are       
significant explorations to the aesthetic independence of literature.         
Liang’s Symbolism Poetry and Poetry Form Theory have revealed the     
aesthetic features of modern trend of thoughts in literature, and also       
reflected universe consciousness of the German classical rationalism 
philosophy.              
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第二个时期， 1991 年—2002 年。梁宗岱的诗论引起了几位著名学者的关
















































                                                        
1 温儒敏：《中国现代文学批评史》（第十六章），北京大学出版社 1993 年版。  
2 许道明：《京派文学的世界》（第八章之三），复旦大学出版社 1994 年版。  


















































































                                                        

























































































                                                        



































第二节  梁宗岱的“纯诗”理论 
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